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619.25:  Rise up, man of the hooths, you have slept so
619.26:  long! Or is it only so mesleems? On your pondered palm.
619.27:  Reclined from cape to pede. With pipe on bowl. Terce for a
619.28:  fiddler, sixt for makmerriers, none for a Cole. Rise up now and
619.29:  aruse! Norvena's over. I am leafy, your goolden, so you called
619.30:  me, may me life, yea your goolden, silve me solve, exsogerraider!
619.31:  You did so drool. I was so sharm. But there's a great poet in you
619.32:  too. Stout Stokes would take you offly. So has he as bored me
619.33:  to slump. But am good and rested. Taks to you, toddy, tan ye!
619.34:  Yawhawaw. Helpunto min, helpas vin. Here is your shirt, the day
619.35:  one, come back. The stock, your collar. Also your double brogues.
619.36:  A comforter as well. And here your iverol and everthelest your

620.1:  umbr. And stand up tall ! Straight. I want to see you looking fine
620.2:  for me. With your brandnew big green belt and all. Blooming in
620.3:  the very lotust and second to nill, Budd! When you're in the
620.4:  buckly shuit Rosensharonals near did for you. Fiftyseven and
620.5:  three, cosh, with the bulge. Proudpurse Alby with his pooraroon
620.6:  Eireen, they'll. Pride, comfytousness, enevy! You make me think
620.7:  of a wonderdecker I once. Or somebalt thet sailder, the man me-
620.8:  gallant, with the bangled ears. Or an earl was he, at Lucan? Or,
620.9:  no, it's the Iren duke's I mean. Or somebrey erse from the Dark
620.10:  Countries. 

XXX

As it is this passage seems quite easy to go through. We see ALP as she urges HCE 
to rise up, preparing his clothes; imagining how grand he shall look in his shining 
uniform, like heroes of the past; and how proud she shall be walking by his side. We 
may pick up and savour a few scattered canny allusions and, undisturbed, keep on 
with our reading. But I am afraid there's a lot of fun we'd be missing.



619.25:  Rise up, man of the hooths

There are of course the “house”, the “heights”, the  “Howth”. But there are also the 
“hoots” of the old owl, who doesn't give a hoot, but turns the grandiose Howth into a 
debased “hut”. At first ALP believes her husband has just been sleeping, hence, no 
penis in elle, but then she is assailed by doubts.

619.26:  Or is it only so mesleems? On your pondered palm.

There is the obvious “meseems” (mesleems), thus ALP's undefined feelings  in her  
limbic “limbs”; doubts that should better be left in their “mausoleums” (mesleems).  
But then comes, uninvited, a “muslims”. Not so off topic, though, since the  “palm” 
recalls the Quran, sura XIX: Maryam. There is the description of the virgin Mary 
giving birth to Christ under a palm-tree: “And the pains of childbirth drove her to the 
trunk of a palm-tree”. ALP hides in fact an unpleasant subtext, namely her being 
“untouched” by her husband, via an implicit reference to line 20 of that same sura: 
“She said, 'How can I have a boy while no man has touched me and I have not been 
unchaste?'” The “birth” theme may be detected in the following line:

619.27:  Reclined from cape to pede. 

It is the foetus inside the mother's womb:

That fits the context, since HCE's awakening is indeed a rebirth; and  “cape to pede” 
may mythically allude to the ever-cycling Ouroboros:



Which would be in accord with ALP's wishes. But, hélas!, her suspicions cannot be 
so easily dismissed. Let us go back to the lines:

619.26:  Or is it only so mesleems? On your pondered palm.
619.27:  Reclined from cape to pede. With pipe on bowl.

“pondered palm” may recall Auguste Rodin's sculpture “The thinker” (think/ponder):

Was ALP thinking of the episode of the Prankquean, who knocked at the door of Jarl 
van Hoother's castle when he “had his burnt head high up in his lamphouse, laying cold 
hands on himself” [21.10-11] and didn't give a hoot about her? Did HCE, like Jarl, 
prefer masturbating (pondered palm → pounding palm/hand), satisfied of his 
wellington being?



Or worse, the sexy faun whom she had always been so fond of

did he change his nature?

“pipe on bowl” alluding perhaps at “sodomising”?  “pede” being in fact quite a 
suspicious hunch. A crime HCE has often been accused of. 

Oh no, that would be too outrageous! ALP would better hit more artistic routes. She 
leaves Magrathean gossips for Magrittean views:



She would rather think HCE did neglect her because he was musing about the “cad 
with a pipe” and with a bowler hat. But, perhaps, knowing her husband,  she has to 
admit, he is a “foulstuffean”  king Cole:

     Old King Cole was a merry old soul, 
     And a merry old soul was he; 
     He called for his pipe, and he called for his bowl, 
     And he called for his fiddlers three' .

619.27:   Terce for a
619.28:  fiddler, sixt for makmerriers, none for a Cole. 

Waking him up is a divine office, like that of the “canonical hours” (terce, sext and 
nones). There will be music and merrymaking. Threepence (terce) for the fiddler, 
who must also flatter him (Italian “sviolinare” : play the fiddle → to adulate), 
pointing out his “spiritual” trait, according to the hymn of the third hour 
(Nunc sancte, nobis, Spiritus : Now, Holy Spirit (given) for us ); sixpence (sixt) for 
the panders (makmerriers → make marriages → matchmaker → Italian “ruffiano” : 
lick-ass), who will underline how “potent” he is (Rector Potens Verax Deus : Leader, 
Powerful, Truthful God ) ; and not a penny (none) for those who play foul with him 
(“cole” is in fact, according to OED, an obsolete 16c. word for “trickery deceit”); or 
for those who do nothing (none for a Cole), not singing of his vigour and “hardoness” 
(Rerum, Deus, tenax vigor, immotus in te permanens : O Strength and Stay upholding 
all creation / Who ever dost Thyself unmoved abide). 

This needs an explanation. “cole” is “cabbage”, Italian “cavolo”, which, in this 
context, is a gentle euphemism for “cazzo” (dick, prick). “Non fare un cavolo”
 (none [non] for [fare] a [un] Cole [cavolo]) is an idiomatic form, meaning “doing not a 
fucking thing”.  So that if “Cole” alludes to HCE, that means that he is a “Cazzone” 
(big dick → asshole), big because of the capital “C”. In fact the above two lines may 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rector#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Deus#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/verax#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/potens#Latin


be read from another angle. “fiddler ” is he who “fiddles” with his instrument (penis). 
“makmerriers”  is a womanizing lecherous libertine and adulterer (makes married 
maries), an unsatisfied one who always asks for more and more (make me merrier). 
And “Cole/Cool” may be a C-hole → Cul (ass).

Being such a naughty being he deserves a just reward: three floggings for his fiddling
(terce); six for his whoring (sixt); and a cat-o'-nine whipping (none) for his unnatural 
deeds.

619.28:  Rise up now and
619.29:  aruse! Norvena's over. 

The meaning seems pretty obvious. Once again ALP urges HCE to rise up and stand 
erect (aruse → arouse), since the “novene” (the cat-o'-nine whipping) is over and the 
spanking should have aroused him from his quiet state (nirvana).  But “aruse” is 
probably to be read from French and Latin perspectives. French “ruser” means 
“to act cunningly, to take circuitous routes”. The word comes from Latin “recusare” 
(to challenge, to refuse). So it seems that ALP invites HCE to deny the alleged 
accusations; and, using all his cunning, to get round her (ruse) and try to change 
positions, since now it's Venus (she) who is on top ( Norvena's over → now Venus 
over).

619.29:  I am leafy, your goolden, so you called
619.30:  me, may me life, yea your goolden, silve me solve, exsogerraider!

But he does not seem to listen to her. And she nostalgically brings back to memory 
how exquisite he was in courting her, what poetic and cunning means he had recourse
to. She was his treasure (goolden), his Danae,



his Maia (me, may), the Greek goddess of fertility, the Latin Bona Dea (Good → 
goolden goddess) of the merry month of may; to whom he sang Raimbaut de Vaqueiras'
“kalenda maia” (called me may me) ; whom he begged to not let him die ( may me life 
→ make me live). She was for him “Sylvie” (silve), the fairy of  Lewis Carroll's 
“Sylvie and Bruno”; and Silvia, the wild lovely huntress of Tasso's “Aminta”; whom 
he implored to save and absolve him (“silve me solve”  points to Italian “salvami” [save
me]  and “m'assolvi” [absolve me]), since he was melting down (Latin “solvere” : 
dissolve, melt) for her, who was for him the “Solveig” of Ibsen's Peer Gynt, the lass 
whose Norwegian name means “the way of the sun”. No matter how “exaggerate” 
(exsogerraider) he certainly knew how to woe, that sugary (sogerra →  Swedish socker)
warring (gerra → French “guerre” , Italian “guerra”) pirate (raider) coming from (ex) 
Norwegian sagas (soger).

619.31:  You did so drool. I was so sharm. But there's a great poet in you
619.32:  too. Stout Stokes would take you offly. So has he as bored me
619.33:  to slump.

She remembers how amusing he was with his drolleries (drool → droll), with his 
drawling words (drool → drawl), how excited (drool) after her, who was so charming 
(sharm) and so “wet” (sharm → Egyptian: bay), as in a Pavlovian scene: his salivation 
(drool), her bark (sharm → bay → Italian “ab-baia-re” : to bark), a barque that was 
his sail-ivation. It was not only she who was romantic (great poet), but he as well 
(you too); a gentle trait besides his bullicose ones. Then she compares him to one of 
her other suitors, Stout Stokes, who vainly tried to disguise himself as a sort of 
Whitley Stokes, the authority on Celtic studies and comparative linguistics. But he 
was no more than a scum whose primal urge was to get drunk (Stout → beer) and feed
himself up (Stokes → stoke) and boast how wealthy (Stout) he was (Stokes → stocks). 
Placed beside her Byronean “Corsair” he was no more than a caricature, an awful 
(offly) burlesque (take you offly  → take off). In fact a SSerpent, a Sully and vain Mr 
Sneakers (618.5). Such a tedious undervidual who made her collapse (slump) from 
ennui under his filthy viscid bore (he as bored me → sbored → Italian “sboro, sborro”: 
vulgar “cum”). Or did she let him fuck (bored) her to exhaustion (to slump) ?

619.33:  But am good and rested. Taks to you, toddy, tan ye!

Why no, she kept being faithful (good) and chaste (rested). Thanks to him, of course 
(Taks to you), the frog (toddy → toad) waiting for the kiss of the princess to become a 
handsome prince. But she thinks of the bitter pills she had to swallow (Italian 
“ingoiare  rospi” : to swallow toads) because of his idleness and keeps goading him. 
“Taks to you, toddy, tan ye!” does not only recall the rhythms of  “Johnny, I Hardly 
Knew Ye”, but its four “T”s (Taks, To, Toddy, Tan), perhaps also a Tristram parody, are 
the tristful ramming of her finger (the “deictic” index → you, thee, Italian “tu”) in his
flesh. Does it perhaps remind him of Saint Paul's “thorn in the flesh”? (2 Corinthians 
12:7-10 ). But they are also the “tottò” (Italian baby talk for “spanks”) she gives him 
to wake him up. And in fact  “tan” is also “to whip, to beat”; once again idiomatic 



Italian “fare nero” (lit. to make black → hence the hateful “black and tan”). 
But “tan”, if referred to “hides”, is also Italian “conciare”, with a double hint: (1) 
idiomatic “conciare” (to beat up, to knock around); (2) “acconciare” (to dress up, to 
adorn). Which is exactly what she's gown to do. If you ask why so many Italian 
references, just wait a lital while.

619.34:  Yawhawaw. Helpunto min, helpas vin.

Now “Yawhawaw” is not only the godlike (YHVH → Yahweh ) annoyed yawn of 
HCE (metaphorical pain in the ass), but also his concrete reaction to  ALP's slaps 
resulting in a blasphemous mock thunder, not the hundred words ejaculation, but a 
double four letter word (Yawh-awaw), mimicking the tetragrammaton and chasing 
Yahweh (Yawh) away (awaw). That is a parody of the Babelic fall resulting in a 
confusion of tongues. In fact ALP starts speaking what at first sight might seem an 
unknown confused babbling language, which then comes to be “Esperanto”, the 
artificial language mirroring that of  the pre-fall  and her “hope” (esperanto → e 
sperando → Italian “and hoping”) of rebuilding her man's tower, in fact her Min's 
tower, Min being an Egyptian ithyphallic god:

The Esperanto phrase sounds: “One who would help me helps you.”  Which fits the 
context. But it can also be rendered in a mock Itanglish: “Il (the) punto (the pricked 
up one) Min will help us win.” But note that “punto” (point) may also point to his 
“point” so small that it resembles a point. And there is of course “Help me, god” 
(Help unto me, Min). With a resonating “He El” (El, god of the Canaanites, head-
dressed with bull horns → cuckold) and ALP's “helpas”. And a good shot of wine 
(Triestine vin) would help (helpas vin), but not for him, Frenglish “He'll pas vin” (he'll 
have no wine).



619.34:  Here is your shirt, the day
619.35:  one, come back. The stock, your collar. Also your double brogues.
619.36:  A comforter as well. And here your iverol and everthelest your
620.1:  umbr.

At this point ALP begins to rebuild the ruined tower, to put together again the fallen 
idol, recollecting his exterior parts, his broken images. On the one hand it recalls the 
Egyptian ritual dressing of the sun god, daily celebrated at dawn; on the other hand 
Louis XIV's morning “Levée”, the ceremonial clothing of the Roi Soleil, the Sun 
King, in our case the “sunk king”.

As we can see all the items are there, except the shirt (that he probably lost at 
gambling). This passage recalls Willingdone of the museyroom:

8.17:  This is the big Sraughter Wil-
8.18:  lingdone, grand and magentic in his goldtin spurs and his ironed
8.19:  dux and his quarterbrass woodyshoes and his magnate's gharters
8.20:  and his bangkok's best and goliar's goloshes and his pullupon-
8.21:  easyan wartrews.

And  Jarl van Hoother of the Prankquean scene:

22.34:  in his broadginger hat and his civic chol-
22.35:  lar and his allabuff hemmed and his bullbraggin soxangloves
22.36:  and his ladbroke breeks and his cattegut bandolair and his fur-
23.01:  framed panuncular cumbottes

A mock investiture with a couple of nasty understatements. “iverol” hides in fact an 
anagrammed Oliver, Roland's best friend. Now if we start a “reverse” reading from 
the middle of “iverol” we get a “roliver” revealing (should we say reviling?) the 
joined rolling paladins, Roland (with his Olifant horn) on top of  Oliver, coming at 
his “back” (come back). 



As for the “come back” shirt, there might be an allusion to Italian “tornato nuovo” 
(come back as new) said of a cloth washed clean as it was the first time (the day one). 
Now a dirty shirt (night shirt vs day shirt) is a “black shirt”, the fascist “camicia nera”.
Coming “back” it loses its “L / elle”, the same “L / elle” that is lost in “umbr-ella”. 
The threatening and rude Fascist turned (come back) into a “white collar/colour”. 
Last not least (everthelest) the “truncated” shaft of the umbrella hints at castration, the 
Everest (everthelest) turned into a manganello (fascist truncheon): “Parturient montes,
nascetur ridiculus mus”  (The mountains will go into labour, and give birth to a 
ridiculous mouse).
But of course ALP prefers not to express these “black thoughts” about her husband. 
She'd rather butter him up. She (Italian “ella”) disappears under his “shadow”
(umbr → Italian “ombra”).

620.1:  And stand up tall ! Straight. I want to see you looking fine
620.2:  for me. With your brandnew big green belt and all. Blooming in
620.3:  the very lotust and second to nill, Budd!

To describe the “erection” (stand up tall ! Straight.) she wishes to look at (as far as I 
know the term “straight” for “hetero” had not yet been adopted, but that is certainly 
an amusing anachronism) ALP has recourse to the language of flowers, the one used 
by Bloom. Jarl van Hoother's  “cattegut bandolair” becomes a “brandnew big green 
belt”, namely the stalk of a lotus flower,

blooming of phallic and rebirth symbolisms, present both in ancient Egypt, under the 
figure of Nefertem 



whose name has two opposing meanings “the beautiful one who closes” and “he who 
does not close up”; and in India, through the Buddha:

Once again “the very lotust and second to nill, Budd!” may be read from “inverted” 
perspectives. HCE, the Melvillean  handsome sailor “Billy Budd” (nill, Budd), 
although second in time, like Buddha vs Nefertem, is not second for what regards 
worth: last but not least (lotust and second to nill)! But from the reversed angle - 
“dduBllin” (Dublin) instead of “nill, Budd” - being the last one he is a rotten egg, 
a Humpty Dumpty (rotto: Italian “broken”), not even worth the zero (nill → nihil) 
that precedes him. Himself a zero, they form a WC (OO), an unbloomed “bud” come 
to “nihil”.

620.3: When you're in the
620.4:  buckly shuit Rosensharonals near did for you. Fiftyseven and
620.5:  three, cosh, with the bulge. Proudpurse Alby with his pooraroon
620.6:  Eireen, they'll. Pride, comfytousness, enevy! 

But ALP's task, it goes without saying, is that of exalting her husband, thus she starts 
her “Magnificat”: 

Deposuit potentes de sede, et exaltavit humiles 
(He hath put down the mighty from their seat, and hath exalted the humble.) 



She underlines how triumphant he looks in his splendid uniform (buckly shuit). 
She recalls of course the magnificent attire of the Russian General (Rosensharonals), 
whom Buckley shot (buckly shuit):

3390.9:  He was enmivallupped. Chro-
339.10:  mean fastion. With all his cannoball wappents. In his raglanrock
339.11:  and his malakoiffed bulbsbyg and his varnashed roscians and his
339.12:  cardigans blousejagged and his scarlett manchokuffs and his tree-
339.13:  coloured camiflag and his perikopendolous gaelstorms. 

But that is no more than shit  (shuit) if compared with her husband's warlike suit 
(shuit) studded with glorious buckles (buckly shuit):

The reference to Mussolini is not arbitrary, linked to the “perfidious Albion” of the 
next line. The “Rosensharonals” may also hint at the “lilies of the valleys”  of 
Solomon's song “I am the rose of Sharon, and the lily of the valleys” (2.1), recalling 
the fascist-nation he exerted on women, who nearly died for him, as they nearly die 
for HCE (near did for you). In fact we should not forget that the scientific name of the 
“lily of the valley” is “maialis”, namely “belonging to May”. But if coarsely applied 
to a woman it becomes Italian “maiala” (sow). And it's possible that that was what 
HCE thought of ALP when, in his early wooing, he called her “me may”.

620.4:  Fiftyseven and
620.5:  three, cosh, with the bulge.

The time has come to sum up. 57 & 3 seems to be the cost (cosh → cash) of the suit: 
57 pounds and 3 shillings,  wow! (cosh → Gosh!). But it was hard work, since there 
was a bulge (HCE's hump) to take care of. (A remembrance of Kersse the tailor and 
the Norwegian Captain). But that can also be due to HCE's monumental stature. 
Being 57 ft, 3 it gives 17,4498 mt. Speaking about height! Gosh!  As a matter of fact 
“cosh” is also the term for “hyperbolic cosine” , stressing his hyperbolic arc and the 



amazing strength of his thighs (cosh → Italian “cosce” : koh-sheh). Last not least 
“cosh” is Italian “manganello”, the notorious fascist truncheon. As for the “bulge”, 
look at this:

By the way, if reduced to human measures, the height becomes 1.74 mt. Mussolini 
was about 1.70 mt tall; but, add the bulge, and the measure should fit. Unless, birds of
a feather, there be an allusion to Hitler,  1.75 mt tall. But that's not all at all. Let's 
have recourse to Gematria and see what names come out from 57 & 3. Since we are 
in a Fascist set, we resort to Roman numbers. 
Now, 57 is LVII and 3 is III. We can detect a “LUI” (Italian HE/HIM), followed by a
second “I” which is “ego” and “first”. As for III that is the siglum of  the three 
pronged HCE. In fascist Italy “Lui” was a common epithet of Mussolini. “Lui” might
also recall Mutt's “Louee, Louee!” of FW 16.33 and, of course, the above mentioned 
Luis XIV, the Roi Soleil. And since “Sole che sorgi” (O Sun that rises) was a 
Puccini's aria adopted by Fascist propaganda, we can see how sarcastic an aspect the 
Swhole looks like. In conclusion 57 and 3 is a glorious hymn to HYMN the First, the 
“sole” HCE.
But we can look at the number as “573” and parse it as [500]&[7+3 = 10]. The result 
is DX, which obviously points to the Duce (Dux):

There's, of course, the missing “V”, but that on purpose, since, if the palm of the hand
faces the signer, it is an offensive gesture, so that DX could be “dicks” . But if we 
parse the number as [57 + 3] we get 60, namely LX, pointing to “LVX” (lux : Latin 
light). Now there was a famous hymn to Mussolini, of which the first line sounds 



“Duce, tu sei la luce” (Dux, you are the Lux). But, once again, the missing “V” points
to an offensive subtext, thus to a plausible “LX → Licks → Lick S”. So let's go on 
with our DuCHE's progress.

620.5:  Proudpurse Alby with his pooraroon
620.6:  Eireen, they'll. Pride, comfytousness, enevy!

“Perfida Albione” (perfidious Albion → Proudpurse Alby) was a well known 
Mussolinean ejaculation.  And“Alby” may hide another Italian Fascist, Italo Balbo, 
who was an aviator. Knowing that “balbo” means “stutterer” and that in FW 28.15 is 
mentioned an Airwinger recalling our Earwicker, “Proudpurse Alby” may indeed hint at
HCE proud of his “purse”, which more than to his money  points to his “piss/piece of 
height” his “mani” (Italian “hands”, pronounced like “money”) are usually so busy 
about. “pooraroon Eireen” is of course ALP, the little hen (pooraroon → Italian 
“faraona” : guinea hen), the “poverina” (Italian : poor woman, but also “poor soul!”), 
who follows like a shadow (umbr-ella) her beloved (Irish aroon) imposing husband. It 
mirrors the image of  the poor humble Ireland (pooraroon Eireen) beside the proud and
rich England (Proudpurse Alby), whose peacock-like progress (Pride), for her so sweet 
(comfytousness), is looked at by others with covetousness (comfytousness) and an 
“enema inimical” envy (enevy), a “navy” of it.  Nevi (skin lesions) that try to pock-
mark HCE's candid (alby → Latin “albus”) skin. Not forgetting  that alby  is also Alba 
Longa and “He of the Alban Hills”.

620.06:  You make me think
620.07:  of a wonderdecker I once. Or somebalt thet sailder, the man me-
620.08:  gallant, with the bangled ears. Or an earl was he, at Lucan? Or,
620.09:  no, it's the Iren duke's I mean. Or somebrey erse from the Dark
620.10:  Countries. 

ALP starts a comparison of  her magnificent HCEband with a series of heroes.  Like 
Hamlet's Polonius she'll show: “The best actors in the world, either for tragedy, 
comedy, history, pastoral, pastoral-comical, historical-pastoral, tragical-historical, 
tragical-comical-historical-pastoral...” 

First enters “wonderdecker” who obviously refers to Van der Decken, the captain of 
the Flying Dutchman. But we may also pick a “wonder dick”, which might be Italian 
“cazzone” (big dick → dickhead →  big asshole); and since German “decken” is “to 
tup / copulate with a ewe” there's no doubt HEC fucking good. But it is also Dutch 
“wonderdokter ” and German “Wunderdoktor”, which is “quack, charlatan”, but also 
“healer”. A small jump and we bump into Hitler. A quick step and the “quack” 
becomes a “cackle”. And since the “great cackler” was the Egyptian god Geb, whose 
animal was the “goose”, we march in at the rhythm of the Nazi Great Quackler's step 
goose.

“I once” is kind of ambiguous. “I” could, once again, point to “first” and “once” to 
“once and for all”, meaning that there is and there shall be only “one wonderdecker”. 



But the truncated “I once.” may also point to a repressed thought, a painful memory: 
the man, better the idol, she was so fond of – once, a long time ago. An ellipsis (…) 
would have been fine, but “illa ipsa” (she herself) thinks he is not worth “three dots” 
(Morse S → mors est : it is death), period! Which is a further hint at Fascism, since 
“period” is “era” and “Era Fascista” (Fascist Era) was the calendar that marked the 
years starting from Mussolini's access to power on October 1922, the first year 
(Anno I) of the Fascist Era.

Now I wonder whether ALP's flashback, in concomitance with the just met DVX 
and with the cost, in pounds, of HCE's uniform, be not an unpleasant and bitter 
reference of Joyce's to Ezra Pound and to his well known sympathy towards Fascism 
and Mussolini. As a matter of fact there might have been previous allusions in the old
King Cole passage (619.27-28), and in the “ pondered palm” (619.26). Here we might 
detect Pound, as Rodin's The Thinker, pondering about whom he should give the 
“palm of victory” to, namely whom he should consider worthy of his high regard, 
either social or artistic. Then if “terce, sixt, none” are the three-six-nine pence paid to 
those who praise old king Cole, there's a further allusion to Pound (£), but in a 
miniaturized view (penny &  lowercase pound). And if “terce, sixt, none” are the 
hymns, then they may be his “Cantos”.

But let us go back to our ALP and her “once”. The Old English form of  “one” is 
“æne”, which with the adverbial genitive -s becomes “aenes”. It does not take much 
effort to get to Aeneas and to ALP transformed into a desperate Dido. Did the 
previously met “lilies of the valleys” who “near did” for the “Rosensharonal” (620.4) 
think of themselves as “didos” as well?

620.07:  Or somebalt thet sailder, the man me-
620.08:  gallant, with the bangled ears.

The second character mixes traits of Sinbad the Sailor (somebalt thet sailder) as in the 
famous homonym pantomime:



although not exactly the same one, but somewhat like it (somebalt), a bold imitation, 
due probably to his dubious epithet (sin bad → bad sinner). There is then a Baltic 
soldier (balt thet sailder), who could be in fact a Theutonic  knight coming from 
Eisenstein's film (1938) Alexander Nevskij,

with the bi-angled horns (bangled ears) of his helmet recalling the claws of an earwig. 
However “sailder” hints  more at a mariner, thus the soldier could be a Viking,

“bangled ears” being the “drooping” bangles (ears) of the headpiece. As for the “ man 
megallant ”, there is of course Magellan the great (mega) gallant explorer; mixed 
though with a “galantuomo” (gallant man), an Italian term meaning “honest, loyal, fair
man”; but in the Mafia jargon “a man faithful to the family gang”.

620.08:  Or an earl was he, at Lucan?

The obvious reference is to the Earl of Lucan, but which one?  Let us see whether 
Lucan (M. Annaeus Lucanus), the author of Pharsalia, the poem that sings the civil 
war between Caesar and Pompey, can be of some help.  In our distorted vision that 
epic war, Farsalia, becomes a “Farce”, a Punch and Judy show 



whose fighting champions are Patrick Sarsfield, Irish national hero and one of the 
commanders of the Jacobite Army; fronting Sir George Bingham, 3rd Earl of Lucan, 
not so loved by the Irish, and one of those British commanders who caused the 
slaughtering of the Light Brigade at the Battle of Balaclava.

What is amusing to note is the debasement of the soldiers' headpiece:

From the horrid one of the mythic knight, to the stout helmet of the Viking, the more 
elegant one of the Roman, the bushy hair of the Jacobite soldier, the bald head of the 
“Exterminator” (balt thet sailder), who deserved indeed a good “belting”.

620.08:  Or,
620.09:  no, it's the Iren duke's I mean. 

The debasement keeps going on with the entrance of the Duke of Wellington, the Iron
Duke; his virility softened by his Irish traits (Iren : German Irish), his Irishness 
flowing into a kind of Irene lass, holding up a panties-like hat. Lipoleums half-hat, 
remember? How mean (I mean)!



But we are not through yet, the show must go on!

620.09:  Or somebrey erse from the Dark
620.10:  Countries. 

And since the last one is a rotten egg here comes someone else (somebrey erse), 
a dark, gloomy, sombre (somebrey) mysterious figure. Who ever loved that loved not 
at first sight the Flying Dutchman (Dark Countries → Dutch Countries) and the black 
legend which he sails within? But there's something out of tune, not a Wagnerian 
theme, but an ass's bray (somebrey erse). Looking at him with less confused eyes: has 
he or has he not some Aubrey Beardsley's (somebrey erse) gay traits?

CONCLUSION

Now it seems evident that in this passage of  “re(ap)proaching and re-dressing” we 
can find the “Apotheosis ↔ Debasement” polarity which constitutes the very core 



of the “worthical” structure I exposed in the first part of my annotations. A nestled 
pattern that does give form not only to the main blocks of ALP's final monologue, 
but also to the building components of each block, down to their minor parts; in many
instances, down to the smallest details. A fractal-like (should we say “freaktal”?) 
“recursive structure”.


